PLEASE SEND US YOUR QUOTATIONS BY HAND OR EMAIL: msd@ksu.edu.sa
OR BY FAX: 4775663, IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO QUOTE FOR ITEMS BELOW,
PLEASE SEND US NO QUOTE WITH COMPANY STAMP.

TOP URGENT!!!!

13145

12 Sep 18

ENGINEERING AFFAIRS KAUH
ENGINEERING AFFAIRS

1 01552233 EA/1 1 CARPET 6M X 4M X 8M / BASE
2 01161225 EA/1 1 VAT- VALUE ADDED TAX

NOTE: MEDICAL DEVICES MARKETING AUTHORIZATION (MDMA) CERTIFICATE FROM SFDA SHOULD BE ATTACHED WITH QUOTATION**********

THANK YOU
1 - DESCRIPTION FOR CARPET
ACRYLIC CARPET WITH HIGH-QUALITY MATERIAL, SANFORIZED AND WITH BASE FOAM SHEET. INSTALLATION ON LOCATION.
SIZE: L = 6 METERS, W = 4 METERS, THICKNESS = 8 MM
QUANTITY: (1) ONE

2 - DESCRIPTION FOR SOFA (MAJLIS)
ARABIC SOFA FLOOR-TYPE WITH BACK AND HAND REST WITH HIGH-QUALITY FABRIC AND FOAM (SPONGE).
SIZE: 4 METERS + 4 METERS / CORNER
QUANTITY: (1) ONE SET

DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING AFFAIRS
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